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Racing (Erasing) White 
Privilege in Teacher/Research 
Writing About Race
Amy Goodburn
To put our beliefs on hold is to cease to exist as ourselves for a moment—
and that is not easy. It is painful as well, because it means turning yourself 
inside out, giving up your own sense of who you are, and being willing to 
see yourself in the unfl attering light of another’s angry gaze. It is not easy, 
but it is the only way to learn what it might feel like to be someone else 
and the only way to start a dialogue.
Lisa Delpit 
Other People’s Children:
Cultural Confl ict in the Classroom
Perhaps one of the most diffi  cult beliefs to interrogate, to examine from an-
other’s angry gaze, is the construct of race. Th e recent heightened dialogs about 
race construction in the United States—examinations of how people an de-
fi ned by racial categories and questions about how these descriptions an con-
structed in relation to an often invisible white norm—has been unsettling for 
many. Even before the O. J. Simpson trial divided the opinions of Americans 
along so-called racial lines, the covers of Time and Newsweek were pro claim-
ing headlines such as “Planet of the White Guys” and “Growing Up Black 
and White,” respectively. In addition to Ms. magazine’s increasing focus on the 
needs of women of color, fashion magazines like Elle and Glamour have begun
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to include articles about race, such as Naomi Wolf ’s “Th e Racism of Well-
meaning White People.” On talk shows, news programs, and college cam-
puses, race is a topic of dialogue everywhere.
Of course, this attention to race is certainly not new to English Studies, 
where pedagogical and curricular issues have long been theorized with respect 
to issues of race, class, and gender. Within literary studies, it has become com-
monplace to argue for including texts that have been traditionally excluded 
from the academy because they are not written by white male authors. Within 
com position studies, researchers are increasingly becoming aware of the ways 
that the discourses and literacy practices of students of color have been deval-
ued in school settings. Moreover, educators who advocate critical and multi-
cultural pedagogics long have been examining the ways that students’ expe-
riences in schools are shaped by social constructs of diff erence. For the most 
part, all of these groups usually conclude with calls for “diff erences” to be val-
ued as re sources rather than defi cits in the classroom. In these ways. educa-
tors argue, students (and texts) who are defi ned as “other” will be given a space 
within En glish Studies.
But in focusing so much on social constructs of diff erence in terms of 
the “other,” English teachers (most of whom are white) have not fully con-
sidered the implications of theorizing their own racial positions in terms of 
their “white ness.”1 Th us far, there has been little questioning of how white 
teachers relate these discussions about diff erence with respect to their own 
positions of power and privilege, nor has there been much examination of 
how these discourses connect to—or are absent from—their teaching and 
research practices within writing classrooms. Th e implications for this ab-
sence of discussion about race with respect to white teachers’ positions are 
far-reaching. As Beverly Moss and Keith Walters argue in “Rethinking Di-
versity: Axes of Diff erence in the Writ ing Classroom,” issues of diversity 
“challenge us to give great thought to who we are, why we use language and 
literacy as we do in our professional and pri vate lives, and what roles lan-
guage and literacy play in the construction of our identity, as well as the 
identities of those we believe to be similar to and diff er ent from us—inside 
and outside the classroom” (1993,135). How we construct the identities of 
others in terms of race and acknowledge (or fail to acknowl edge) the priv-
ileges and power attendant upon our own raced positions in the classroom 
raises ethical questions about the ways that we construct our re search agen-
das, carry out these projects in our classrooms, and disseminate the results of 
these projects to others.
In this essay, I examine several spheres of “race construction” and the eth-
ical implications of these constructions for how I—as a white composition 
teacher/researcher—named, described, and interpreted student response in a 
dissertation chapter I wrote on a student discussion of Toni Morrison’s Th e 
Bluest Eye within a writing course focused on “diff erence.” Th is essay de scribes 
my own process of coming to understand the ways that my readings of class-
room events were/are shaped by my position as a white teacher/researcher 
and the implications for understanding what naming these moments might 
mean for others engaged in composition research. In particular, I examine 
three diff erent contexts in which my racial position informed (or remained 
invisible in) my analysis of these classroom scenes. First, I describe how I col-
lected data on the initial class discussion of Th e Bluest Eye and why I selected 
this class room moment as signifi cant within the context of my research about 
multicul tural writing classrooms. Second, I examine the taxonomy that I used 
to situate several diff erent students’ written and oral responses to this discus-
sion and the ways that this construct diverted attention from the importance 
of race, as well as veiled my own position as a white interpreter of these re-
sponses. And third, I examine the implications for the ways that this research 
was disseminated and received within the composition community as I en-
gaged in my job search.
Rereading the various spheres of race construction embedded within these 
scenes highlights the complexities inherent in studying and writing about how 
students respond to issues of diff erence, like race, within writing classrooms. 
By refl ecting on some of the diffi  culties, however, I hope to raise conscious-
ness about the privilege of white researchers within composition studies’ ac-
counts of writing classrooms, as well as to begin to suggest how this aware-
ness might change how we discuss and write about issues of diff erence in ways 
that do not appropriate or co-opt “others.” Ultimately, then, this essay aims to 
suggest strategic interventions for how constructs of race can be described and 
theo rized within composition studies research.
Racing the Subject in Composition Studies
Th e issue of race with respect to the teaching and researching of writing 
class rooms has not been totally absent in composition studies. Th eorists and 
schol ars interested in anti-racist and critical pedagogies have focused for years 
on the ways that students resist notions of white privilege. For instance, criti-
cal ed ucators like Cy Knoblauch and Jody Swilky have examined how teach-
ers might disrupt or intervene in the hegemonic notions of white privilege 
that students bring to their reading and writing about texts. And not surpris-
ingly, English teachers of color have long investigated how their racial loca-
tions are read by students within their classrooms. For instance, doris daven-
port’s “Disman tling White/Male Supremacy” chronicles her experiences as a 
“black-feminist-lesbian-working-class-Southern poet” teaching a class with 
“two black wimmin and twenty-two ‘invisible ethnics’ (whitefolks)” (1992, 59, 
61). In “Racism and the Marvelous Real,” Cecilia Rodriquez Milanes describes 
her experiences as a “Latina instructor of alternative pedagogy” who taught a 
majority of Long Islanders, a minority of white working-class students, and a 
handful from “ra cially diverse, depressed, and violent areas of New York City” 
(246). And in “Th e Teacher as Racial/Gendered Subject,” Cheryl Johnson de-
scribes her ex periences as a black woman who teaches the literature of black 
women writers to primarily white students from middle-class backgrounds.
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Th ese teachers speak to the diffi  culties inherent in raising issues like white 
privilege in the classroom, foregrounding their own bodies as the embodiment 
of the racial “other” and emphasizing the ways that students might challenge 
and educate each other. As Adriana Hernandez notes, the population of the 
classroom is one of the most valuable resources for analyzing and critiquing 
constructions of diff erence. In summarizing diff erent feminist teachers’ expe-
riences in the classroom, Hernandez writes:
Th e presence of other people in the classroom articulating resistance to the 
norm provides the possibility to work in a dialogical process. In this way. dif-
ferent voices can be heard, the material is not presented in linear mode as “fact,” 
and knowledge gets produced as a process. (1994, 320)
However, even in discussions about the need for multicultural pedagogies, 
few white teachers and researchers have begun to consider the implications of 
their own racial positions for how they read, interpret, and write about their 
students. In fact, as Christine Sleeter discusses in “How White Teachers Con-
struct Race,” the predominantly white teaching force within the United States 
is rarely asked to examine its own racial identity. In her study of teachers par-
ticipating in a year-long multicultural workshop, Sleeter observed two com-
mon responses that white teachers held toward racial identity—of themselves 
and of their students—in their classrooms. Th e fi rst response was that white 
teachers tended to deny the salience of race as a factor in their classrooms 
by arguing that they are “color-blind” in their teaching. Because they viewed 
them selves as “riot seeing” racial diff erences in their students, they argued that 
they treated all students the same. Th e second response involved teachers who 
did acknowledge race as an important factor in students’ lives, but emphasized 
cul tural notions of “assimilation” as a means of giving students of color access 
to social institutions. In other words, white teachers wanted to provide ways 
for these students to assimilate within white culture without questioning the 
na ture of these social institutions, particularly as they are tied to white privi-
lege. Sleeter found that these white teachers (whom she names Euro-Ameri-
cans) view participation in ethnic identity as an individual choice, associated 
with one’s private family history rather than a collective experience shaped by 
so cial structures. Drawing on Peter McLaren’s term raceless subjectivity, Sleeter 
suggests that for these teachers, being white is a position that seemingly tran-
scends race.
In the same vein, Sharon Stockton’s College English essay. “Blacks vs. Browns,” 
describes how her students’ responses to texts emphasized the ways that the 
“authenticity” of the white man or woman is presented as “transcend ing” race, 
collapsing constructs of whiteness into universal characteristics that are race-
less. Stockton argues that such binary logic about race allows white teachers to 
be silent observers, detached and uncritiqued in relation to posi tions of race in 
ways that reify their own positions while denying the realities of their students’ 
lives. Th e consequences of white teachers not examining their notions of “race-
less subjectivity” are far-reaching, particularly with respect to how they view 
(and judge) the experiences of students of color in relation to such an invisible 
white norm. With the exception of the Webster Groves Ac tion Research Proj-
ect, whose teacher-researchers shifted their initial questions of how to improve 
the writing of black students to how to raise consciousness of white teachers 
about multiple forms of literacy (Krater, Zeni, and Devlin Cason 1994), there 
are few narratives of white teachers describing and interrogat ing their own po-
sitions as raced subjects within writing classrooms.
Given this absence of consciousness by white teachers about their raced 
positions in classrooms, it’s not surprising that much composition research 
within writing classrooms also avoids discussions of how white researchers’ in-
terpretations of classroom moments are raced. Th us far, there has been little 
interrogation of what it means to be a white researcher with respect to eth-
nographic authority in writing research. As Gesa Kirsch and Joy Ritchie note, 
most researchers do little more than include a statement or “confession” of po-
sitions (“as a white, female, middle-class researcher”) in order to respond to 
the critique that one’s position is always partial and situated (1995,9). But, as 
Peter McLaren suggests, such confessions fail to analyze forms of white eth-
nicity, thus making white culture “able to occupy the position of the privileg-
ing signifi er and position in a fi xed relation of binary opposition to people of 
color” (1993, 224). Of course, it’s easy to understand teachers’ notions of “race-
less subjectivity,” given the ways that larger cultural discourses about race op-
erate in the United States. As Russell Ferguson suggests:
In our society, dominant discourse tries never to speak its own name. Its au-
thority is based on absence. Th e absence is not just that of the various groups 
classifi ed as “other,” although members of these groups arc routinely denied 
power. It is also the lack of any overt acknowledgment of the specifi city of the 
dominant culture, which is simply assumed to be the all-encompassing norm. 
Th is is the basis of its power. (1990.11)
It is this power to remain silent, to view oneself as a “raceless subjectivity” 
in relation to others who are raced, that allows white teachers and research-
ers not to question how their own actions in the classroom are shaped by their 
raced positions. Consequently, many are now calling for white teachers and re-
searchers not only to acknowledge their own investments and privileges with 
respect to race, but also to interrogate and reread their actions in light of these 
investments. For instance, in her essay “White Is a Color!,” Leslie Roman ar-
gues that it is important to recognize whiteness as a structural power relation, 
an institutionalized whiteness that. both individually and collectively, confers 
cultural, political, and economic power. In recognizing the ways that whiteness 
shapes white researchers’ readings, Roman, like Kirsch and Ritchie, describes 
her goal as “critical socially contested realism,” a process that goes beyond 
merely confessing disclaimers of privilege and “aims to treat as its legitimate 
texts for collective deconstruction all claims to know and represent reality made
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in the classroom, including those of the teacher, those manifest in the for-
mal and hidden curriculum, and those implicit in classroom social relations” 
(1991, 83). Similarly, Peggy McIntosh’s “White Privilege: Unpacking the In-
visible Knapsack” examines more concretely the daily eff ects of white privilege 
by laying out twenty-six conditions or assumptions that were “passed on” to 
her as a white person (1990, 32).
One way to begin deconstructing “these claims to know” is by making vis-
ible white people’s participation within these texts. For instance, theorist Ruth 
Frankenberg has begun to name and describe the racialness of white experi-
ence with the phrase the Social Construction of Whiteness, a standpoint and a 
set of discursive practices from which white people look at themselves, oth-
ers, and society. As Frankenburg (1993) suggests, to use the term whiteness 
is to as sign everyone a place in the relations of racism because it “asserts that 
there are locations, discourses, and material relations to which the term white-
ness applies—these locations are intrinsically linked to unfolding relations 
of dom inance” (6). Based on her study of life-history interviews with thirty 
white women, Frankenberg attempts to describe the “discursive repertoires” or 
strate gies for thinking through race that are learned, drawn upon. and enacted 
through cultural practices in people’s lives. In keeping with poststructuralist 
views of the subject that view material experience and discursive dimensions as 
inte grally interconnected, Frankenburg aims to examine how discursive reper-
toires of race, particularly “whiteness,” generate and continually transform the 
ways that people think about and act upon their own raced assumptions (22).
Of course, naming and interrogating what constitutes “whiteness” is not 
without its problems. As AnnLouise Keating’s (1995) essay “Interrogating 
“Whiteness,’ (Deconstructing ‘Race’“ cautions, theorists interested in nam-
ing constructs of “whiteness” oftentimes reinforce fi xed categories of racialized 
meanings that perpetuate and support negative stereotypes. Keating’s misgiv-
ings about emphasizing “whiteness” or other racialized identities within class-
room pedagogies stem from her experiences with class discussions in which 
self-identifi ed white students were made to feel guilty about their privileged 
positions (915). Like Keating, I am dubious of the extent to which pedagogies 
that ask students to name “whiteness” in literary texts enables them to resist 
ex isting stereotypes. While I support pedagogies that seek to empower stu-
dents through studying and understanding the role that “diff erence” plays in 
people’s lives, I think that the lens needs to be shifted away from reading our 
students’ responses to texts and onto how we, as teachers and researchers, read 
and write our students as “raced” texts.
Toward this end, this essay examines the discursive repertoires that I used 
for thinking about race when I was researching and writing about multicul-
tural pedagogies within my dissertation research. Like Frankenburg, I believe 
that the discursive repertoires we use for thinking about race in our research 
are in tegrally connected to the material conditions of our classrooms. In re-
fl ecting on the research text that I produced in a study of multicultural writ-
ing classrooms, then, I am interested in critically rereading the discursive rep-
ertoires I used to write about these classroom scenes. How did my research 
process—the selec tion and analysis of data, the “writing up” of interpretations, 
and the dissemi-nation of results—contradict, conceal, and/or explain away 
(in Frankenburg’s terms) the materiality of the classroom and the larger so-
cial context in ways that reveal my complicity and perhaps investment in racist 
structures and atti tudes? And what arc the implications for how I read these 
cultural narratives of race, in terms of my own classroom and in terms of con-
tributing to research ac counts in composition studies?
In the winter of 1993,1 conducted an ethnographic study of three college-
level writing classrooms focused on issues of diff erence.2 Because I was in-
terested in theories of critical pedagogy and social-oriented pedagogies within 
composition studies, I intended to examine how teachers and students nego-
tiated writing and talking about diff erence in writing classes centered around 
these issues. In the chapter I discuss, I was a participant-observer in a class 
of eighteen students: ten men (eight white, one African American, and one 
Af rican American/Native American); eight women (six white and two Af-
rican American); and a white woman teacher. As a participant-observer. I sat 
with the students each class period, taking fi eld notes, audiotaping discussions, 
and par ticipating in small groups and class activities. I also periodically in-
terviewed the teacher and the students throughout the term. Th is class was a 
second-level writing course focused on issues of diff erence within the United 
States through the study of literature.
As a graduate student who was interested in social-oriented pedagogies 
within education in general and composition studies in particular, I was famil-
iar with the literature about social constructs of “diff erence.” From the on-
set, then, I assumed that I knew what “diff erence” was. After all, I had read 
the work of critical educators such as Michael Apple, Henry Giroux, Shirley 
Grundy, bell hooks, and Patti Lather, as well as radical compositionists such 
as Mark Hurlbert, Susan Jarratt, and Ira Shor. I had studied theories of resis-
tance and hegemony, of multiple subjectivities and positionalities, and I was 
committed to pedagogies that raised student consciousness about how their 
own experi ences are shaped by these social discourses. What this literature did 
not prepare me for was the way that my lens as a white woman researcher 
shaped the ways that I was interpreting student and teacher behavior through 
the terministic screen of race.
White-ing Out Researcher Authority
Th e fi rst sphere of race construction that I’d like to examine centers around 
a single classroom discussion on Toni Morrison’s Th e Bluest Eye and the de-
cisions I made in selecting, reconstructing, and analyzing this classroom mo-
ment. Rereading the choices I made in representing this discussion illuminates 
how my ethnographic authority as a researcher was “whited out” or seemingly 
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assumed to be a “raceless subjectivity” within the chapter entitled “Students 
Negotiating Textual Authority” that I produced. From the onset, the decisions 
I made about what was “signifi cant” about this discussion and how to describe 
this signifi cance were shaped by my position as a white researcher and the 
frameworks that I relied on to theorize this position. To illustrate the nature 
of my assumptions, I present three paragraphs from this chapter that describe 
how students discussed Th e Bluest Eye and why this discussion was signifi cant 
for understanding the students’ responses with respect to diff erence:
Th e discussion began with Ann [the teacher] asking students to write questions 
that they had about the book. After collecting these questions. Ann asked stu-
dents to describe their overall responses in reading. Some students called it “vile” 
and “obscene.” One said that it was “rude” and “graphic” while another said it 
was “realistic” and “true to life.” Some said the ending was too abrupt and left 
the reader hanging. Others said it was too depressing, and one student said that 
the novel was written only “to get a rise out of you, to shock you.” Th is state-
ment led Ann [the teacher] to ask. “Is there anything else in this book besides 
pure shock value? What else did you guys get out of it?” Th e students’ responses 
refl ected how they viewed the purpose of the texts in general. Sev eral students 
commented on literary aspects, saying it has “a lot of symbol ism.” or “the writing 
is very descriptive” while others described it in more pre scriptive terms as “an 
educational tool” and “a good moral.”
Th e discussion of TBE’s value as a text soon moved into a discussion of 
themes that students found signifi cant. For the fi rst forty minutes students com-
fortably discussed issues of diff erence on a wide range of topics, includ ing gen-
der and sexual politics in the characters’ lives, the portrayal of religion and hy-
pocrisy, and the book’s explicit language. In the last twenty minutes. however, 
the discussion turned to the issue of race. Some argued that the novel is a com-
mentary on how standards of beauty are tied to race. with white cul ture setting 
standards that devalue other cultures. A few interpreted the novel as a condem-
nation of interracial confl ict within black communities, while still others argued 
that the novel illuminates the struggles of those who are try ing to achieve the 
American dream. Th e students quickly became polarized around the question: 
“Is racism a focus of this text?” Some students argued that racism is an impor-
tant issue in the novel while others argued that readers would have to be “look-
ing for” racism in order to see it as signifi cant. Th e discussion soon came to an 
impasse and one woman, visibly upset by the stu dents’ comments, asked Ann to 
end it. Ann agreed, gave the students a short break, and when the students re-
turned she directed them to a peer response session.
I have chosen to focus in detail on Th e Bluest Eye discussion and the stu dents’ 
and teacher’s subsequent responses to it because this classroom moment was 
representative of how students engaged in talking and writing about is sues of 
diff erence throughout the term in relation to Ann’s pedagogical goals. Besides 
my own fascination with how the discussion became polarized as soon as ra-
cial diff erence became an issue, students also were interested in ac counting for 
the classroom tensions and misunderstandings that this discus sion seemed to 
produce. Although TBE discussion was never resumed as a class, almost all of 
the students continued to write about it in their response papers, with most of 
them referring to the discussion explicitly (many even noted the date). When I 
interviewed students about the course, most of them still wanted to talk about 
this particular discussion. Ann’s reading of this class discussion was further re-
fl ected in a response she wrote to one of the students. Th us. this class discussion 
seemed an especially fruitful site for exploring how and why students responded 
to Ann’s pedagogical goals in foregrounding is sues of diff erence in the texts that 
they read. (Goodburn 1994, 84–86)
Th e fi rst issue I want to examine from this excerpt is the way that I chose 
to write about this class discussion and the position I adopted in “writing it 
up” as I did, particularly in terms of either including or not including racial 
iden tities in my written analysis. At the time that I originally wrote about 
this dis cussion, I felt competing tensions and confl icts in how to represent 
it. While I felt that it was an important moment in the classroom—partic-
ularly as it re lated to my research focus on how students and teachers nego-
tiate authority in multicultural writing classrooms—I also knew that it was 
impossible to extract its signifi cance from the context of the discussions that 
preceded and followed it. Moreover, I was highly conscious of the ethics in-
volved in representing this scene. I had read Kenneth Burke and knew that 
whatever terministic screen I selected would necessarily involve a defl ection of 
other interpretations. I knew that I could not possibly be “objective,” and yet 
I wanted this classroom mo ment to have some ethnographic authority, to le-
gitimize why I recorded this scene instead of others, for instance, and to argue 
for its relevance in terms of the overall focus of this chapter, as well as the en-
tire dissertation.
In considering how much context to provide in the fi rst paragraph, for in-
stance, I chose not to use identity markers such as gender or race to describe 
the students who made these comments. Because I was using these few para-
graphs as a springboard for discussing the diff erent positions that I saw stu-
dents adopting throughout the class in their written and oral responses, I did 
not want to “tip my hand” by elaborating on these contributors’ social posi-
tions. For instance, the second to last sentence in the second paragraph would 
have read much diff erently if I had written, “one white woman, visibly upset 
by the comments of an African American woman, asked Ann [the teacher] to 
end it.” Th e text also would have read much diff erently if I had described the 
polariza tion of the discussion as being between white and black students. In 
trying to render an “objective” representation of what was said without identi-
fying the participants in terms of their social identities, I stripped much of the 
context from this description.
Indeed, what I don’t say in the original text is that I found it exceedingly 
diffi  cult to write. As a writer, I felt almost paralyzed by describing students 
in terms of social categories of diff erence, in part because so much of my
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dissertation was focused on questioning how these categories are used, how 
students and teachers view them with respect to pedagogy, and the problemat-
ics involved in such representation. I was highly conscious of the ways that my 
own descriptions or labels for students’ social positions might reify or perpet-
uate some of the issues that the chapter itself was intended to problematize. 
For instance, while I was interested in examining how students position them-
selves in class discussions in terms of social constructs like race and gender, I 
also felt it was important to represent the students’ own views of themselves 
with re spect to these constructs rather than imposing my own categories. If 
students didn’t defi ne themselves as being raced, for instance, then should I 
have used terms such as “Euro-American,” “Anglo-American.” “Caucasian,” or 
“white” to describe them? Who held the power in defi ning such social iden-
tity positions and what are the implications of these defi nitions for how I read 
(or misread) their responses? And if I did choose to use social descriptors like 
these, how much additional context did I need to provide the reader to fairly 
represent the signifi cance of these positions?
While I knew quite a lot about the students’ backgrounds and histories af-
ter being a participant observer in this class for ten weeks, I had no clear idea 
of which details to include to fairly render and account for the complexity of 
their responses. For instance, if I used only race or gender descriptors, then 
readers still wouldn’t be able to appreciate how the nineteen-year-old African 
American woman’s reading of Th e Bluest Eye was shaped by her experiences in 
a women’s studies class, her despondency over the recent death of her mother’s 
fi ance, and her newfound commitment to political activism. Th ese were the is-
sues that I struggled with at the time I was writing this chapter and, although 
most of the literature I read about ethnography argued the need to provide 
con text, little of it discussed the problematics of representation in these terms.
But beyond the struggles that I can recall when writing this text, these 
three paragraphs also refl ect more unconscious assumptions I held in writ-
ing about this discussion, assumptions that “whited out” my presence in the 
text and that call for further examination of the authority I assumed in writ-
ing about this classroom scene. First, my decision not to name the participants 
in this discussion allowed me to veil my own participation under the guise of 
the “ob jective” ethnographic recorder. Th at is. I do not describe what I was do-
ing dur ing this discussion or say whether I was a contributor to it. Nor does 
this de scription include my responses to or interpretations of the discussion. 
Although I wrote a research journal about the discussion that night, that in-
formation is not incorporated in these paragraphs.
Despite these attempts to render an “objective” recording of the discus sion 
by consciously erasing myself from the text, however, my assumptions as a 
white woman “recording” this scene are still revealed. For instance, my ethno-
graphic authority is illuminated in the second paragraph when I describe how 
“For the fi rst forty minutes, students comfortably discussed issues of diff er-
ence on a wide range of topics . . .” and “students quickly became polarized as 
soon as racial diff erence became an issue.” Not only do I describe what stu-
dents said in this discussion, I also interpret the discussion as being relatively 
“comfort able” for them. In the same way that my decision not to include ra-
cial identity tags veiled the ways that students’ racial positions shaped the dy-
namics of this discussion, my language in this paragraph reifi es my invisible 
authority as a white researcher to interpret the dynamics. In other words, what 
did I mean by the term comfortable and why did I apply it to this classroom 
setting? As a teacher. I do not subscribe to the view that classrooms are “safe 
spaces” for stu dents, and Ann’s stated goals as a teacher were to disrupt and 
challenge students’ notions with an oppositional and confl ict-driven pedagogy. 
So why did I use this language in my fi eld notes to describe this scene? How 
was I interpreting this comfort level and for whom? Th e teacher? Th e white 
students? Th e Afri can American students? Or for me? Why did I view this 
discussion in terms of the participants’ comfort levels to begin with, and what 
are the implications for the ways that I read it as polarized as soon as the issue 
of race began to be raised?
In rereading the assumptions laden in my original text, I am not arguing 
that the “turn” in this discussion was entirely a fi gment of my imagination or 
solely a projection of my own fears as a white woman uncomfortable with hos-
tile arguments about race in the classroom. As the third paragraph of my orig-
inal text suggests, the students’ own preoccupation with this discussion was 
manifested in their response journals, interviews, and subsequent class discus-
sions. But in refl ecting on the ways that I constructed this text, I fi nd it inter-
esting that I didn’t problematize these paragraphs in a way that revealed my 
own investments and assumptions inherent in focusing on this discussion to 
begin with. For example, in describing “my own fascination with how the dis-
cussion became polarized as soon as racial diff erence became an issue,” I did 
not feel compelled to justify why I found it fascinating or how this fascination 
was per haps tied to my own position as a white woman researcher invested in 
exam ining issues of diff erence. Indeed, in giving only one sentence to my own 
in terest. this paragraph seems to try to justify why I felt the discussion was 
important more in terms of student and teacher interest, rather than in terms 
of my own investments.
Beyond these three paragraphs and even the entire forty-three-page chap-
ter, it’s also important to question why I focused on issues of race only in the 
classroom populated with students of color. In the other two chapters devoted 
to analysis of particular classrooms, I focused on issues of religious authority 
and gender. While at the time these issues seemed to be the most important 
factors shaping student response (in one class, seven of the students identi-
fi ed themselves as Fundamentalist Christians, a fact that certainly shaped that 
par ticular class’ dynamics), when considered within the larger context of my re-
search project about issues of diff erence, this absence of discussion about race 
in the all-white classrooms is troubling. Why did I not examine how the all-
white population of students in the other two classes that I observed located
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their authority to read and write about texts in terms of the social construct of 
race?
McLaren’s notion of “raceless subjectivity” is connected, I think, to the ways 
that I allowed my own position of whiteness to remain uninterrogated in my 
gaze of these three classrooms. Although all three classes read texts about race 
and racism and had lively discussions about racism in U.S. culture, I did not 
fi nd the classroom scenes within the all-white classrooms to be as inter esting 
or compelling, perhaps because my own assumptions and privileges of white-
ness went unchallenged. Because I considered myself a liberal who was acutely 
aware of how racism is structurally organized within institutions, I did not 
fully interrogate the white students’ responses—which tended to view rac ism 
in individual and psychological terms—or my own presumptions in not writ-
ing about them. And because the white students generally did not view them-
selves as even having a race, there was defi nitely a lesser degree of tension 
in discussing race issues, a condition that remained unproblematized by them 
and me throughout the term.
Deferring Race Th rough Taxonomy
Th e second sphere of race construction that I wish to examine concerns the 
tax onomy that I used to structure the students’ responses following these ini-
tial in troductory paragraphs and the ways that this heuristic also deferred and 
erased issues of race. As suggested previously, when I was writing this chap-
ter, I was fascinated by the ways that students responded to Th e Bluest Eye. In 
compil ing this data, I had primarily a collection of stories—of the classroom 
discus sion, the students’ response papers, and the interviews in which stu-
dents retold the story of the discussion through their own perspectives. But I 
didn’t have a framework for making sense of these stories. When I fi rst started 
writing about them, I had pages and pages of narrative that included excerpts 
from all of these diff erent contexts to account for how and why students re-
sponded in the ways that they did. Th is draft did render the complexity of 
these multiple perspec tives. It also was unreadable. Members of my disserta-
tion committee suggested that I create a taxonomy to help “order” these stu-
dents’ responses in some way. As they continually told me, I needed to make 
an argument about the data, one that could contribute to conversations already 
ongoing within composition studies and the discourses of critical pedagogy. In 
essence, I was faced with the rhetorical dilemma that most researchers face: 
claiming authority and validity for one’s interpretations in the “writing up” of 
the data, as well as positioning one’s interpretations within the discourse com-
munity that one wishes to enter.
After reviewing the data that I so highly valued but couldn’t explain the 
signifi cance of to others, I decided to use a taxonomy that would help distin-
guish and compare diff erent students’ oral and written responses. Borrowing 
from Giroux’s use of the term the politics of location, I chose to categorize by 
pairs six of the students’ responses with regard to their own politics of loca-
tion, fi rst as a means of defi ning the varying stances that students took to Th e 
Bluest Eye in their oral and written responses, and second as a means of ex-
ploring the limits of these locations for students’ assumptions about how texts 
can and should be read in general.
For instance, in the fi rst pairing of students, I profi led Pat and Vaughn, 
a white male and an African American male, respectively, whose assump-
tions about texts as repositories of authors’ meanings shaped the ways that 
they could respond both to Th e Bluest Eye and to their classmates’ responses 
to it. In sup porting the categories of the taxonomy, I provided examples from 
these stu dents’ written response papers, oral contributions to discussions, and 
out-of-class interviews to highlight how these six students’ literacy assump-
tions shaped their classroom negotiations. I concluded the chapter by examin-
ing the implications of these students’ diff ering locations for how the teacher, 
who named herself as a critical teacher, could enact a pedagogy designed to ex-
amine and value issues of diff erence. By examining these students’ varying as-
sumptions about literacy and where authority of meaning lies within reading, 
I suggested, the teacher could have better understood the ways that her goals 
were contested and resisted.
Like any interpretive framework, this taxonomy selected moments and de-
fl ected others. In many ways, it allowed me to account for some of the con text 
that was stripped away in the original opening paragraphs. In categorizing the 
responses and experiences of six individual students, I was able to locate some 
of these originally “nameless” responses within the context of the stu dents’ po-
sitions of race. gender, age, educational status, and classroom history. At the 
same time, however, this taxonomy felt limited in ways that I couldn’t fully ar-
ticulate. Th ere were so many issues of diff erence shaping students’ re sponses 
that it was diffi  cult for me to account for them all. And the biggest diff erence 
of all—the issue of race—seemed to become submerged within the frame-
work of literacy that I was encouraged to construct. It’s not that I wasn’t able 
to discuss issues of race within the chapter; rather, the taxonomy seemed to 
defer or subsume race as a category of analysis under the larger rubric of lit-
eracy or textual authority.
In fact. I was encouraged by some colleagues not to make race constructs 
and their relationship to student response the priority of the chapter because 
they felt that such an approach wouldn’t “fi t” easily into composition stud-
ies dis course. One friend who read an early version of this chapter said that 
I needed to eliminate some of the race theory and put in more composition 
theory to give the chapter more “weight” and “scholarship.” And although I 
intuitively felt that the students’ responses to the text, their assumptions about 
literacy, and is sues of diff erence were integrally connected, I found it diffi  cult 
to fi nd a space within composition studies discourse for this discussion.
In organizing this chapter, I also was encouraged to think of my audience 
in terms of the types of jobs for which I would be applying the following year. 
I was told that I needed to demonstrate that I was conversant in the literature
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of composition studies and not just trying to “sneak through the back door” 
with cultural studies. While I thought that race construction was integrally 
con nected to the discourses of composition studies, I began to question its 
impor tance in light of others’ responses—which is not to say that I entirely 
omitted discussions of race within the original text. In the conclusion of the 
original chapter, for instance, I noted how “for many of the white students, 
discussions about race meant discussing the lives of people of color, with lit-
tle sense of how their own racial locations are implicated in the construction 
of otherness” (Goodburn 1994, 121). But this statement is quickly subsumed 
by the larger focus on textual assumptions rather than assumptions about how 
constructions of race in U.S. culture shaped students’ readings. In eff ect, the 
focus on race be came deferred within the organizational structure of the tax-
onomy, a structure that I used to ground my research in ongoing conversations 
within composition studies. While I knew that I wasn’t satisfi ed at the time 
with this organizational structure, I realize now that what I considered solely 
rhetorical constructs of or ganization were also political choices in how issues 
of race were constructed and/or erased.
Racing the Market
Th e third sphere of race construction in my research took place two months 
after I fi nished writing this chapter. Immersed in job-search rituals, I was pre-
paring the “job talk” that I planned to deliver during on-campus interviews. 
To assist me and two other students who were interviewing, members of my 
dis sertation committee and a few other students served as an audience for 
our practice talks. Writing this talk was diffi  cult for me because of the mul-
tiple au diences to whom I would be speaking. I was visiting the English de-
partments of fi ve diff erent state universities—three in the Midwest, one in 
the South, and one on the West Coast—all of which held very diff erent as-
sumptions about the value of composition as a research fi eld in general and 
the goals of multicul tural pedagogies in particular. Because I did not want to 
give a diff erent talk at each institution, I was left with the rhetorical prob-
lem of disseminating the re sults of my research in a way that would appeal 
to the broadest interests of these varying (and sometimes internally divided) 
audiences.
Because most of the audiences consisted of faculty who teach literature, 
I chose to focus on the ways that my research participated in the conversa-
tions about multicultural pedagogies with regard to how students read arid re-
spond to texts. Consequently, I again returned to the chapter on Th e Bluest Eye 
dis cussion, pulling out excerpts that spoke to the ways that the oral and writ-
ten re sponses of two of the students from the taxonomy were read (and usu-
ally dis credited) by the teacher and the other students. I argued that teachers 
who aim to enact multicultural pedagogies need to take into account the rhe-
torical con text of the classroom, and that using “multicultural” texts as a means 
of valuing diff erence is more problematic than current discussions of multicul-
tural pedagogies suggest.
After fi nishing this practice talk, the audience members posed various ques-
tions, asking me to extend the implications of my argument and highlight ing 
places where I needed to provide more context. I was feeling pretty con fi dent 
about delivering this talk for the on-campus visits when one of my com mittee 
members—the only African American person on this committee of three —
asked the question, “Why did you choose to pair the stories of Vaughn and 
Staci in this talk? Why did you choose two African American students’ stories 
when they weren’t paired together in your chapter?”
My committee member’s questions disarmed me. I hadn’t thought much 
about why I chose these particular students, beyond the fact that I found their 
stories to be the most interesting of the six students that I had profi led, and I 
hoped that the audiences would fi nd them interesting as well. Although they 
had not been paired together in my original taxonomy, I was using the data to 
construct a slightly diff erent argument than the one in the original chapter, 
which was directed to an audience of composition scholars rather than litera-
ture ones. Moreover, I had more data from these two students than any oth-
ers in the class because they had continued to write about the impact of Th e 
Bluest Eye discussion long after other students had abandoned it. But even as 
I mouthed these responses, I was still unsettled by my committee member’s 
question, just as she looked unsatisfi ed with my answers.
As I thought about her question more that evening, I began to wonder 
why I found these two students’ responses to be the most interesting. Was 
it because I found them exotic and other to my own experiences? Why did 
I not fi nd the politically conservative white male’s responses—one of which 
was an oral con tribution of, “Shit. I’m so sick of minority shit” when Th e 
Bluest Eye was se lected by the class—as interesting as the ones that I had se-
lected? Th e more I began to think about the selections that I had made in 
composing this job talk, the more I began to feel troubled by the implica-
tions of my choices. At the time, I framed my committee member’s question 
about issues of representation within the job talk as a rhetorical problem, a 
question that led me to consider diff erently the authority that I was claim-
ing for these stories by using this par ticular taxonomy. If, indeed, the pair-
ing that I had pulled out of the original text was not accurately representing 
the students’ experiences, then how could I re vise it to more fairly represent 
the data in my dissertation? Upon returning from these campus visits. I re-
vised the original chapter by pairing these two students’ responses within 
this taxonomy.
But even after I fi nished writing and defending my dissertation, my com-
mittee member’s question continued to echo in my mind. And as I began to read 
more critical pedagogical discourses that discussed the politics of race and rep-
resentation, I began to think about how my own choices of race representation 
were situated within the larger contexts in which I—as a white female graduate
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student who desired a tenure-track job within an English department—was 
par ticipating. Th ese refl ections led to larger questions that my committee 
member might have been hinting at, but (perhaps out of kindness) never ex-
plicitly stated and that I, as a white person unconscious of my privileges of 
whiteness, never fully considered: Was my decision to choose the stories of 
two African Amer ican students for this job talk an unconsciously racist one? 
Beyond the prob lematic that I might have found these students’ responses 
interesting because they were exotic or diff erent from myself, was I using 
their stories as a way of proving my own tolerance or white liberalism? Was 
I just trying to get on the race bandwagon by showing that I could work 
with and write about students of color and thus prove that I was a good 
multicultural hire?
Certainly most of the MLA job advertisements called for candidates who 
were conscious of multicultural issues and could meet the needs of diverse stu-
dent populations. How was my decision to focus on these two students an 
eff ort to tap into the predominantly white liberal intentions of these hir-
ing commit tees? What were the ethical implications involved in choosing to 
speak about these two students when, of the fi fty-nine students that I stud-
ied in these three classrooms, only four were African American? In eff ect, why 
did I, a white teacher who was studying the classrooms of two other white 
teachers consist ing of predominantly white students in a university predomi-
nantly populated by white students, decide to write about two African Ameri-
can students’ oral and written responses to a discussion about a text written by 
an African Amer ican woman in a course designed to address issues of diff er-
ence? And, just as signifi cantly, why did no one else on my committee fi nd it 
problematic for me to do so?
Th e fact that these questions went unasked by me and most of my col-
leagues during my job search points to my white privilege in uncomfortable 
and painful ways. Indeed, asking these questions led me to consider my in-
vestments and interests in multicultural and critical pedagogies to begin with. 
While I had always been attracted to the goals of these pedagogies—com-
mitted to examining how issues of diff erence are defi ned, represented, and in-
terrogated within the classroom—I never considered the question, “What’s in 
it for me?” What were my own investments in researching these issues, par-
ticularly my interest in race and identity? And what were the politics involved 
in representing myself to other English faculty in terms of these goals? Was I 
simply participating in the type of discursive games that Hazel Carby (1982) 
critiques in “White Woman Listen”: engaging in the textual discourses of mul-
ticultural and critical pedagogies as “fi ctional substitutes” rather than work-
ing to establish real social relationships with racially oppressed people, thereby 
dis avowing myself from my complicity in perpetuating racist educational 
prac tices? In eff ect, was this job talk, and the larger dissertation project from 
which it was drawn, primarily produced and received as textual currency to 
partici pate in the multiculturalism economy of the profession? And what are 
the implications of the fact that this talk was successful in securing me job of-
fers, while the discursive repertoires of whiteness implicit within it remained 
un questioned and uninterrogated? And, most signifi cantly to me now, where 
does this examination of my own complicity within these discursive relations 
leave me, as one who still remains committed to the goals of multicultural and 
criti cal pedagogies, and yet who is suspicious of her own privileges and invest-
ments in researching these issues?
Racing Research with Whiteness
My goal for this essay is not to present a seamless narrative of my research pro-
cess, a before-and-after story of “once I was a racist researcher/teacher, but 
now I’ve seen the light.” Understanding racist relations of dominance and my 
privileges of whiteness as a white woman professor within these relations is 
much messier, an ongoing project in which I must always work to uncover and 
struggle against the invisible norms of power that my culture aff ords me. In-
deed. even the production of this text needs to be questioned in terms of how 
it participates in the relations of dominance that I seek to critique. After all, 
its publication helps to legitimate my place in the academy—serving as the 
tex tual currency that I need to accumulate in my drive for tenure—while per-
haps preventing others’ texts, including those of researchers of color, from be-
ing published.
Some might argue that focusing on constructs of whiteness privileges white 
liberal guilt and diverts attention away from the material problems that peo-
ple of color face in and beyond the classroom. I am aware of these criticisms, 
as well as the concerns that discourses of race can be co-opted and normalized 
within the profession in ways that participate in and perpetuate racist struc-
tures. But given the fact that the overwhelming majority of research within 
composi tion studies is written by white researchers and that the teaching force 
in the United States is increasingly white while the student population in-
creasingly is not, I feel it is imperative to acknowledge that constructions of 
whiteness are inherent in how we teach and do research and that, therefore, 
systems of white privilege do need to be interrogated with respect to how stu-
dents and teachers are textually represented. And I hope that this re-presenta-
tion of my own re search processes raises questions about how composition re-
searchers can ex tend their consciousness about how to develop a language of 
diff erence to dis cuss and write about issues of race—including whiteness—in 
ways that do not “other” others.
But where does all this refl ection lead us? As one white friend recently 
asked, “If whiteness is so invisible, then how are we supposed to be conscious 
of it? Can we only theorize it after the fact?” Th e best answer that I could off er 
is, “It’s not that hard, and it’s not that simple.” Race construction itself is con-
stantly in process and ongoing, a shifting terrain always dependent on provi-
sional contexts. While I am certainly more aware of examining issues of race 
construction within classrooms of all white students, I can never be fully aware
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of the ways that my position as a white teacher/researcher privileges me not to 
see discursive fi elds of reference that might challenge my authority as an inter-
preter of raced realities. Like Sleeter, I believe that one of the best ways to de-
construct racism within education is to populate the teaching (and I would 
add researching) force within the United States with educators of color. Yet 
the bur den to problematize one’s own assumptions of whiteness shouldn’t fall 
on the “other.” White teachers/researchers should not rely on others to unset-
tle their own positions of privilege and power.
Writing teachers and researchers have long considered themselves to 
have a unique vantage point for examining how language instruction par-
ticipates in racist relations of dominance and for theorizing how new lan-
guages of diff erence can be more developed for anti-racist struggles. Yet it’s 
one thing for teachers to ask students to examine stereotypes in the me-
dia and write about how diff erence has shaped their lives, and quite another 
to ask teachers and re searchers to consider the ways that their projects are 
implicated in perpetuating racist assumptions and institutional structures. 
We need to move beyond defi n ing texts as multicultural because they are 
written by those other to ourselves and begin thinking about how all dis-
courses are inherently raced, through so cial constructions of whiteness as 
well as social constructs of color. Moreover, composition teachers and re-
searchers need to examine their own investments in multicultural pedago-
gies and projects, questioning the extent to which their own assumptions 
run counter to their proposed anti-racist struggles. Beyond examining the 
discursive repertoires that students use for discussing or resist ing discussions 
about race, then, we need to question the discursive repertoires and assump-
tions within which we, as composition researchers and teachers, are located 
when we write about race—and when we don’t.
Notes
1. In this essay, I am purposely using the term white instead of other terms such 
as Caucasian, Euro-American, and/or Anglo-American to focus particularly on the con-
struct of race. While I recognize that the term white refers to a color, not an ethnic 
iden tity. and that race is a social construct, not a biological fact. I choose to use the 
term white because it brings to the foreground the popular discourses that currently 
shape our students’ notions of race in ways that the language in academic journals does 
not. Sim ilarly, I use the terms people of color, teachers of color, and so on provisionally, 
recog nizing that their use further perpetuates the construction of a binary opposition 
between white as the normative position and all other racial positions as other, a con-
struction that this essay aims to critique.
2. A more detailed account of the goals and methodologies of the entire study can be 
found in Critical Composition Pedagogies and the Question of Authority: Scenes from Th ree 
College-Level Writing Classrooms (Goodburn 1994). For another perspec tive on the par-
ticular class I will be discussing here. see “Collaboration. Critical Peda gogy. and Strug-
gles over Diff erence” ( Journal of Advanced Composition, Winter 1994, with Beth Ina).
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